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12586 Silver Katana Resources MMH 55-9302 VagabondAngel 2005-05-28

This is primarily intended as a resource but
includes the .esp I use for my own game, which

adds the new mesh (Hissyo mesh with more
traditional tsuka) as a Silver Katana to levelled

lists. One is also for sale at Alusaron's - one of the
smith's in Vivec Foreign Quarter.

11885 Vivec and Velothi
Retexture v2.2 Resources MMH 55-6983 Vagabondangel 2012-07-22

Completely different from my first VV texture
replacer, this one at least attempts to stay more
in keeping with the game's ambience. I tried to
make it look like the city fit for a god I wished
Vivec was but isn't quite so in your face as the

marble one I did. In v2.1 I have redone...

11884
Ordinator Armor

Replacer / Tribunal
Armor

Resources MMH 55-6984 Vagabondangel 2012-07-22

This will replace all the Ordinator armour in
Morrowind with a new black and gold version. To

keep aesthetic consistency, it also replaces the
blue expensive pants and skirt worn by

Ordinators with black and gold versions. There is
a female version of the cuirass and the new open

faced helmet fro...

10918 VA dual wield
scimitars Weapons MMH 98-5400 VagabondAngel 2009-05-12

Ni'assa and T'ulliah - dual wield scimitars v1.1 by
VagabondAngel Welcome to my first attempt to

model a weapon... didn't turn out too bad all
things considered so I turned it into dual wield

twin blades. The swords can be found in the
Verelnim Ancestral Tomb in the Az...

10808 Silver Longswords Weapons MMH 98-7121 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28

Just a little something thats taken me about 4
months to finish... I've never been fast but this is
my slowest ever I think. Adds two new swords to

the game - Vagabond Silver Longsword and
Claymore. Both can be obtained in a Daedric
Shrine - Shashpilamat (Azura's Coast Region

17,-5). Beware... ;)

10738 Ornate Elvish Sabres Weapons MMH 98-7118 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28

Another couple of sword resource offerings, this
time with a celtic/elvish slant and once again
using Phijama's excellent partial reflection

technique. Both swords come complete with
sheaths and are scripted to allow them to be

equipped on either back or belt, depending on
what armour/clot...

10716 Ni'assa and T'ulliah
dual wield scimitars Weapons MMH 98-8657 VagabondAngel 2005-02-12

Welcome to my first attempt to model a weapon...
didn't turn out too bad all things considered so I

turned it into dual wield twin blades.    For
version 1.1 I added detail to the textures and

made them available instead of baking them on
the mesh.     The sw...

10674 Macha 1.0 Weapons MMH 98-5338 VagabondAngel 2009-05-12

Macha is an ornate katana of rare beauty and
once was the pride of the sword collection in Old

Mournhold. Taken by Daedra as payment for
"services", Macha is now kept in the Shrine of

Ramimilk and is guarded by the most powerful of
daedra. The sword you find in Ramimilk is

scripted to ...

10673 Macha - Ornate
Katana Weapons MMH 98-9682 VagabondAngel 2005-03-11

Macha is an ornate katana of rare beauty and
once was the pride of the sword collection in Old

Mournhold. Taken by Daedra as payment for
"services", Macha is now kept in the Shrine of

Ramimilk and is guarded by the most powerful of
daedra.

10604 Hissyo Ornate
Katana Weapons MMH 98-7120 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28

I think my best sword so far. A realistic katana
with silver inlay on the tsuka (handle), reflective
shiny tsuba (hilt guard) and blade and an ornate
lacquered sheath with matching silver detail. The

reflection techniques used in on these objects
were kindly taught to me by Phijama (creator of

th...

10527 Elvish Katana Weapons MMH 98-7122 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28

Another new sword mesh I whipped up while
supposedly working on something else... I thought

it was quite nice; simple but effective. So I
christened it an Elvish Katana, made a longer two
handed version (Nodachi) and the intention is to
release it as a resource. I have included a simpl...
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9334 Vivec and Velothi
texture replacer v1.2

Models and
Textures MMH 56-7047 VagabondAngel 2012-07-25

A little something I did for my own game that
seemed to go down well with the modding

community. Changes Vivec from a drab
grey/green edifice into a marble metropolis fit for

a god (IMO). Also makes all the Velothi
architecture marble eg Temples, Ghostgate,
Velothi towers and ancestral tombs. Unl...

8684 Gem Replacer Models and
Textures MMH 56-13636 VagabondAngel 2009-08-29

Just a little mesh replacer for Soulgems and
Ingredient gems (diamond, emerald, and ruby).

All the new meshes are 20% transparent and have
coloured reflection maps to simulate sparkling
gem facets.     There is no .esp (Plugin) file with

this mod - it is just a mesh replacer....

8683 Gem Replacer Models and
Textures MMH 56-11979 VagabondAngel 2012-11-15

Just a little mesh replacer for Soulgems and
Ingredient gems (diamond, emerald, and ruby).

All the new meshes are 20% transparent and have
coloured reflection maps to simulate sparkling

gem facets.

4105 Violet Femme
Boutique v1.0

Stores and
Merchants MMH 80-781 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

Welcome to the Violet Femme Boutique v1.0 At
long last, my attempt to convert folk to the purple
side of life is finished. I didn't fit in everything I
would've liked so there will be addons from time
to time as I come up with new bits and pieces.

The Boutique can be found n...

2821 Ymsidril
Armour/Scimitars Armor MMH 4-7119 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28

Includes: 9 one handed long scimitars 1 two
handed longer scimitar 4 defensive shorter

scimitars 2 ornate unique shields 2 full sets of
armour The armour is currently lying on the

crates on the raised platform at the silt strider
port in Gnisis with the sh...

2686 Violet Femme
Boutique Armor MMH 4-7559 VagabondAngel 2004-05-19

At long last, my attempt to convert folk to the
purple side of life is finished. I didn't fit in
everything I would've liked so there will be

addons from time to time as I come up with new
bits and pieces.     The Boutique can be found

near the silt strider port in...

2553 TitaniumArmour Armor MMH 4-487 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

What you get - 3 full sets of Titanium High
Ordinator Armour added to the game. Two sets
can be found in Titanium chests in the Daedric

Shrines of Bal Ur and Kushtashpi. The other set is
scattered around between the Temples of
Vvardenfell - Ald'Ruhn, Balmora, Gnisis,

Ghostgate, Molag Mar, and...

2551 Titanium Spirit of
Indoril Shield Armor MMH 4-9559 VagabondAngel 2004-04-29

A little something I threw together quite a while
back, now released by request.  The plugin

contains the shield and a recoloured scimitar to
go with it. Also included is a teleport ring I made

for teleporting to any Temple - the ring self-
unequips after the first use an...

1896
Ordinator Armour
Replacer/Tribunal

Armour
Armor MMH 4-9590 VagabondAngel 2004-07-07

This will replace all the Ordinator armour in
Morrowind with a new black and gold version. To

keep aesthetic consistency, it also replaces the
blue expensive pants and skirt worn by

Ordinators with black and gold versions. There is
a female version of the cuirass and the new open

faced helmet fro...

1895 Ordinator Armour
Replacer Armor MMH 4-1133 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

Ordinator Armour Replacer v1.0 Good day, good
Morrowinders. Installation: Install to

Morrowind/Data Files (folder path is correct)
There are 2 esp options for this mod:        One
replaces armour and swaps the helm for a new

open fac...

1810 Nerevana Temple Armor MMH 4-9219 VagabondAngel 2004-02-16

A Temple stronghold for the Nerevarine (or the
maybe-Nerevarine too). Almost comletely

redesigned interior with display room now - tried
for something a bit different.     Tidied up the

flying trees and rocks outside;  added a base so it
isn't "floating" anymore....
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1728 Morkeleb Armour
v1.1 Armor MMH 4-346 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

This plugin contains: 1 x Morkeleb armour -
female version of boots - female cuirass Black and

gold dagger, shortsword, and longsword Black
and silver dagger, shortsword, and longsword

Black and silver longbow Black and gold longbow
Vagabond recurve...

1727 Morkeleb Armour
v1.0 Armor MMH 4-959 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

Morkeleb Armour v1.0 (Vagabond Armoury beta)
Hi guys. A little taster of (hopefully) things to

come from my most ambitious armour project yet.
This plugin contains: 1 x Morkeleb armour        -

female version of boots     ...

1421 Indoril WarMaster
armour and sword Armor MMH 4-7849 VagabondAngel 2005-02-21

Welcome to my second release since learning a
bit of modelling. The WarMaster Armour

belonged to a favoured general of Lord Nerevar,
who was cursed by Dagoth Ur in a doomed

mission during the early wars against House
Dagoth. Also cursed along with his armour was

Kalon's ancestra...

1420
Indoril WarMaster

Armour and Alhanna
Scimitar v1.1

Armor MMH 4-5802 VagabondAngel 2011-10-06

Indoril WarMaster Armour and Alhanna Scimitar
v1.1 by VagabondAngel Welcome to my second
release since learning a bit of modelling. The
WarMaster Armour belonged to a favoured

general of Lord Nerevar, who was cursed by
Dagoth Ur in a doomed mission during the early

wars agai...

1414 Indoril Elite Armour
(Black and Silver) Armor MMH 4-7728 VagabondAngel 2004-06-30

A complete reworking of my old Elite Indoril
armour mod in black and silver. Includes female
version of cuirass (thanks to SnakeBitten) and a

new unique open faced helmet (thanks to
SiriusSnape).Speak to the warrior in Gnisis

Temple to find out more. If you have the old Elite
Mod, I...

1086 Emerald Ymsidril
Armour Armor MMH 4-7117 VagabondAngel 2012-07-28

Created originally for my own game but
requested for release by many at the ES forums.
So I added some detail to make it slightly more
unique, rather than just releasing yet another

coloured Ymsidril. I also included a unique
scimitar to finish off the set. Hope you like it. You

have t...

1075
Elite Indoril Armour
(Black and Silver)

v1.7
Armor MMH 4-695 VagabondAngel 2009-04-06

Black Indoril Elite Armour -  v1.7 (texture
revision) Update 21 Nov 2004: Just a texture

update - I was looking at the textures in light of
some of my more recent stuff and decided it

neede a bit of a touch up. Hope its to your liking.
If you already have earlier versio...

675 Blue Ymsidril Armor Armor MMH 4-7044 VagabondAngel 2012-07-25

Originally made as a personal request for
KWShipman for his Galith race mod. Includes a

blue handled version of the Ymsidril scimitar
mesh. This armour is not placed in-game; you
must either place it with the Construction Set,
else use the console to add it to your inventory

during game play.

365 Amethyst Armour Armor MMH 4-9246 VagabondAngel 2004-02-23

2 sets of Amethyst armour and weapons. Basically
recoloured glass armour with slighly higher

health, AR, and enchantment but also slightly
heavier than glass. Same for the weapons. Can be

found in Bal Fell and Kogoruhn (see readme).   
Some updates and fixes done here in t...

364 Amethyst Armor Armor MMH 4-7046 VagabondAngel 2012-07-25

2 sets of Amethyst armour and weapons. Basically
recoloured glass armour with slighly higher

health, AR, and enchantment but also slightly
heavier than glass. Same for the weapons. Can be

found in Bal Fell and Kogoruhn (see readme).
Some updates and fixes done here in this version

incl...


